There was a cat named kitkat,he was a
black cat with bright green eyes.He was
an ordinary cat at day but at night he
turned into a big,hairy,3 eyed tiger.He
wanted his friends to help him get a cure
for his owner that recently caught a
sickness called Bloodfire.It’s basically A
virus that gestated in wolves two thousand
years ago. The first to be infected was
Genghis Khan. It causes the symptoms
usually associated with vampirism,
photosensitivity and invincibility. The
entire nation of Russia is infected, except
for a few feral children. The virus can
cause extreme mutation, for example the
snake's tail present in Khan's head
scientist.They needed ingredients to make
the cure.There are at least 5 types of
things they need for it.They need 3 spider
eyes,15 berries,2 moths,1 red snake,1
tree frog.They needed to go to a

jungle,but the thing is one of kit kat’s
friends owners was going to a jungle.The
decided to sneak into the owners luggage.
After they got there,they quickly ran over
to the jungle and they already found a
spider.It was also already night and kitkat
turned into a big,hairy,3 eyed tiger.He
managed to catch the spider ant then he
got his long,sharp,shiny claws out and
poked the three eyes out.Then one of kit
kats friends managed to catch a tree frog
and his other friend got two moths.They
also had a stop to eat some berries and
they also got 15 for the cure.The only
thing left was the red snake.They will have
to watch out because it can bite them.
4 long,boring hours later
They saw a nest of red snakes so kitkat
ran over poked his claw through the snake
and then they ran back to kitkats friends

owner. But then they saw something so
they decided to go there.They slowly
walked there and they were surprised to
see a graveyard.Kitkat and his friends
checked it but nothing was suspicious or
anything so they started returning.Then
one of kit kats friends saw a big,pitch
black gate.They went to check it out and
there was a sign that said hangman…
Then kitkat got shivers.Then his friend
saw a button so he pressed it.It took kitkat
and his friends to a big white board.They
surrounded by graves with their names on
them.It was a deadly game of hangman…
There was a word they had to guess if
they get it wrong then a little cut will
appear on their skin saying wrong and
then salt will appear on the cut and it will
sting a lot but if they get it right nothing will
happen.First to guess was Lily one of kit
kats friends.Luckily she got it right.Then

was kitkat he got it wrong.A little cut
appeared on his skin.Next was another of
kit kats friends Tom he got it wrong
too.Then more of kit kats friends Tried but
they finally got the word.The word was
”Are you dead?”
Finally they could go back home with no
one dead.
Back home
Then they quickly had to make the cure
for kit kats owner before he would be
gone.
They had to boil water and the first thing
they had to add was the 3 spider
eyes.After that was the 15 berries.Next
were the moths then the red snake and
last the tree frog.
They gave the cure to kitkats owner and
after 2 days he was all fine again.

